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Summary

Tourism development is one of the main contemporary drivers of habitat loss and fragmentation
within the Caribbean Islands biodiversity hotspot. In Saint Lucia, construction of a hotel and golf
course within coastal dry forest is directly threatening the largest known subpopulation of the
Endangered White-breasted Thrasher Ramphocinclus brachyurus. Understanding how the species is
responding to ongoing landscape change and identifying priority sites for conservation are imperative
for planning its long-term conservation. In this study, a four year White-breasted Thrasher moni-
toring dataset (2006–2009) and landscape-scale environmental variables were used to: a) identify,
characterise and map spatio-temporal patterns of White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate (an abun-
dance proxy) within and outside the tourist development site; b) determine landscape-scale environ-
mental variables that influence such patterns, and c) produce an island-wide predictive map of
potentially suitable habitat. Observed patterns in encounter rates within and outside the development
site were consistent with thrashers being displaced from cleared areas of forest and crowding into
intact forest patches to the north and west of the golf course. A year after the period of the most
extensive habitat clearance, White-breasted Thrasher numbers declined markedly leading to a 55%
reduction in encounter rate within the development site over the four years of the study. The habitat
suitability model predicted that a range of sites outside of the known geographic range of the thrasher
are potentially suitable, some of which merit further surveys for potentially undetected populations.
Given these findings, it is vital that patches of suitable dry forest adjacent to the tourist development
are protected and contiguous natural habitat inside the tourist development is preserved.

Introduction

The Caribbean islands are one of the world’s richest centres of endemic species and this, coupled with
the clearance of nearly 90% of primary vegetation, has resulted in the region being classed as a global
conservation priority (Myers et al. 2000). A major current threat facing Caribbean biodiversity is the
rapid and sometimes uncontrolled development of one of the world’s largest tourism industries
(Wege et al. 2009). Although this growth has not been well quantified spatially, tourism development
has resulted in widespread removal and fragmentation of natural vegetation to make way for tourist
resorts and associated infrastructure, focused on coastal regions (Christ et al. 2003). The negative
impacts on biodiversity are potentially severe and widespread, placing a number of globally
threatened species under substantial pressure (BirdLife International 2008, Wege et al. 2009).
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One such species is the “Endangered” White-breasted Thrasher Ramphocinclus brachyurus
(BirdLife International 2008), a medium-sized passerine belonging to a monotypic genus within
the family Mimidae, and deemed one of the highest-priority bird species for research and
conservation action within the Neotropics (Stotz et al. 1996). Found only on the islands of Saint
Lucia and Martinique, its threatened status is due to historical declines on both islands, resulting
primarily from extensive human-driven loss of coastal dry forest habitat (Temple et al. 2006).
Latest estimates suggest the global White-breasted Thrasher population numbers just 1,400–1,700
individuals (Temple 2005, Young et al. 2010).

The endemic Saint Lucian subspecies R. b. santaeluciae has an estimated population size of 1,200,
restricted to two small remnant subpopulations lying on the east coast of the island (Temple 2005,
Young et al. 2010). The north-east subpopulation is distributed across 1,700 ha of dry forest and
scrubland along the north-east coast and numbers only around 80 birds, concentrated in a series of
forested ravines and larger valleys (Temple 2005, Young et al. 2010). The Mandelé subpopulation
occupies a 600 ha patch of regenerated dry forest on the central eastern coast of the island (Temple
2005). This subpopulation is limited to the north and south of its range by urban and agricultural
areas, and to the east by the sea (Temple 2005). In a westerly and inland direction the forest is
largely unbroken and transitions into mesic tropical forest with increasing elevation. More than
90% of Saint Lucia’s (75% of the world’s) White-breasted Thrashers live in this area (Temple
2005), with a subpopulation size of around 1,050 birds (Young et al. 2010).

Saint Lucia’s economy is highly reliant upon tourism and its growth is a government priority
(Saint Lucia Government Information Service 2008). In 2006, construction of the 240 ha Le
Paradis tourist resort was initiated within the White-breasted Thrasher’s Mandelé range (BirdLife
International 2005). The development site, which is dominated by an 18-hole golf course,
represents roughly 25% of the global area of occupancy of the species (Temple 2005), and at the
onset of construction was home to just over 400 thrashers (Young et al. 2010). Despite retention
of as much connected natural vegetation as possible and the set-aside of 14 ha near the northern
boundary as a nature reserve (DCG 2008), the development has caused extensive disturbance,
clearance and fragmentation of natural White-breasted Thrasher habitat. This was predicted to
have a significantly negative impact upon the size and viability of the local thrasher population
(BirdLife International 2005).

Notwithstanding its threatened status, only a small (4%) and peripheral part of the White-breasted
Thrasher’s Saint Lucia range is currently legally protected within a government forest reserve
(Temple 2005). Consequently this species is vulnerable to further development of the dry coastal
forest. In 2008, plans were proposed to develop much of the north-east coast of the island (Saint Lucia
Government Information Service 2008), a region which holds most of the least modified dry forest
and scrubland in Saint Lucia, including White-breasted Thrasher habitat. Recent estimates indicate
that tourist development companies will soon own land constituting 42% of the species’s extent of
occurrence on Saint Lucia (34%globally) (Young et al. 2010). Appropriate management of remaining
habitat is a clear priority for the long-term survival of this species (Temple 2005).

In this study, we investigated how the White-breasted Thrasher’s largest known subpopulation
is responding to landscape modification arising from construction of the Le Paradis tourist resort
by identifying, mapping and modelling spatio-temporal patterns in thrasher encounter rate (an
abundance proxy). In addition, we investigated what constitutes suitable habitat for the Saint
Lucian subspecies and identified priority sites for surveys of potentially unknown populations and
for habitat protection by developing the first habitat suitability model for the species.

Methods

Monitoring the White-breasted Thrasher

In 2006, Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust in partnership with the Saint Lucian Forestry
Department established an annual survey to estimate numbers and map spatial abundance
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patterns of the White-breasted Thrasher within its Mandelé range. The main focus was to
monitor the subpopulation and quantify the impact of the Le Paradis tourist development. As the
thrasher’s north-east range is home to fewer birds, is logistically harder to access and is in an area
where no tourist developments currently exist, no monitoring programme has been established
there. However, in 2006 the aforementioned partnership conducted a census to estimate the
subpopulation size and to determine the proportion likely to be impacted by proposed tourist
developments. The survey designs employed at both sites are outlined below, but for a more
detailed description refer to Young et al. (2010).

Survey design for monitoring the Mandelé subpopulation

In a Geographic Information System (ArcView GIS 3.2, Esri Inc., California, USA), a randomly
placed grid of sample points spaced 250 m apart was mapped within the known limits, sensu
Temple (2005), of the Mandelé range. Sample points falling within habitats known to be
unsuitable (agriculture, open ground and built development; Temple 2005) were removed from
the grid. The total area of other habitat within the Mandelé range was calculated as 628 ha (i.e.
the area presumed occupied by White-breasted Thrashers). In total, 96 sample points were
established within the Mandelé range: 34 within the development site boundary and 62 outside
(Figure 1).
Between 2006 and 2009, sample points were surveyed twice annually in the dry season between

January and March. This is when vegetation is less dense, and therefore detectability of birds
should be higher than at other times of the year.
Following recommendations by Lee and Marsden (2008), Buckland et al. (2001) and discussions

with fieldworkers in Saint Lucia, thrashers were counted during a 6-minute count period, which
started immediately after reaching the point. Six minutes was considered the minimum time
needed to observe all birds near the point, whilst minimising the time birds could move towards
the point from distances further away (Young et al. 2010). After the 6-minute count was
completed, fieldworkers spent five minutes vocally imitating thrasher distress calls (i.e. playback)
to attract any birds in the local area towards the point. All thrashers that were observed or heard
during this 11-minute period were recorded.
Some construction work, which mainly consisted of localised clearance of vegetation to build

access tracks, had started prior to the 2006 survey. Widespread construction work commenced
after the 2006 survey resulting in a number of large areas of suitable habitat being cleared within
the survey region. Sample points that fell within cleared areas were identified annually and the
data from counts performed at these points still included in analyses.

Survey design for the 2006 north-east subpopulation census

Sample points were selected using a stratified random design. In total, 100 sample points were
visited once: 50 points were allocated at random within ravine areas 50m of mapped watercourses
(125.3 ha) and 50 points positioned randomly throughout the seasonal dry forest in the rest of
the range (1,454 ha) (Figure 1). The survey protocol was identical to that used for monitoring the
Mandelé subpopulation.

Spatio-temporal patterns of the Mandelé subpopulation

Mandelé range encounter rate (sum of the number of individuals recorded during the point-count
and play-back count, divided by the number of visits to the point: an abundance proxy) for years
2006 to 2009 were mapped in ArcMap 9.1 (ESRI�ArcGISTM, 2005). Encounter rates were found
to be non-normally distributed via Q-Q plots and Shapiro-Wilk tests conducted within ‘R’ v.2.8.1
(R Development Core Team 2008). Accordingly, non-parametric statistical tests were used for
all analyses.
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Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to determine whether paired encounter rate varied
significantly with survey year for all sample points (n 5 96), development site sample points
(n 5 34) and non-development site sample points (n 5 62). Differences in encounter rate

Figure 1. The geographic range of the White-breasted Thrasher (WBT) along the eastern coast of
Saint Lucia, divided into north-eastern (most northerly) andMandelé (most southerly) subpopulations.
The Le Paradis development site within the Mandelé range is shown. The position of all 96 sample
points annually surveyed in the Mandelé range (34 within the Le Paradis development boundary) are
provided, along with the location of all 100 sample points surveyed in the north-east range in 2006
(50 within and 50 outside of ravine habitat). Inset: Saint Lucia’s location within the Lesser Antilles.
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within and outside the development site for each survey year were assessed via Mann-Whitney
U tests.
To represent visually and to investigate qualitatively the spatial patterns in White-breasted

Thrasher encounter rate, both pre-development (2006) and during development (2007–2009),
encounter rate rasters (cell size: 250 x 250 m) for each survey year were created. To visualise
temporal change in thrasher encounter rate explicitly, the ‘Raster Calculator’ tool in ArcMap
Spatial Analyst was used to create a raster surface of changes in encounter rates between 2006
and 2009.

Habitat suitability model

Response variable

An island-wide habitat suitability model was built using occupancy data from the 2006 Mandelé
and north-east range surveys (n 5 196). This dataset comprised 91 (46%) presences and 105
(54%) absences, which were rasterised into 250 x 250 m sample cells (the minimum distance
between two sample points).

Environmental predictor variables

Landscape-scale environmental predictor variables were selected based on their recorded potential
as determinants of White-breasted Thrasher distribution in the existing literature (Temple 2005).
However, inclusion depended upon the availability of appropriate GIS data layers for the extent of
Saint Lucia. All processing and extraction of environmental variables were conducted within
ArcMap. Table 1 provides a summary of all environmental predictors used to build the habitat
suitability model.

Table 1. Saint Lucia-wide landscape-scale environmental predictors for habitat suitability model.

Variable Description Unit

Elevation Mean elevation within sample cella Metre
Slope Mean slope within sample cella Percentage
Aspect_Cosine Mean cosine of aspect (north-south axis)

Ć within sample cella
–

Aspect_Sine Mean sine of aspect (east-west axis) within sample cella –

Distance_Coast Distance of centre of sample cell to nearest coastline Metre
River_Presence Presence of river or stream within sample cell –

Distance_River Distance of centre of sample cell to nearest
Ć river or stream

Metre

Length_MainRoad Length of main road within sample cell Metre
Distance_MainRoad Distance of centre of sample cell to nearest main road Metre
Density_Building Mean building density over 2km window

Ć within sample cell
Buildings/cell

Distance_Building Distance of centre of sample cell to nearest building Metre
Temp_Mean Mean annual temperature within sample cellb °Centigrade
Temp_Seasonality Temperature Seasonality within sample cellb °Centigrade
Precipitation_Total Total annual precipitation within sample cellb Millimetres
VegLand-use Dominant vegetation/land-use type

Ć within sample cellc
–

aDerived from a 50 m resolution digital elevation model.
bDerived from 930 m resolution climate grids available from the WorldClim database v.1.4 (www.worldclim.
com) (Hijmans et al. 2005).
cDerived from a 9 class 1984 vegetation map (OAS; organisation of American states).
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Model building and selection

Prior to modelling, pairwise Spearman correlations were calculated for all environmental predictors
to check for multicolinearity. None of the variables were sufficiently correlated (r . 0.8) to justify
removal from the modelling process.

White-breasted Thrasher habitat suitability on Saint Lucia was modelled using a Generalised
Additive Model (GAM; Hastie and Tibshirani 1986) with binomial error structure and canonical
logit-link function. Modelling was performed within ‘R’ using the ‘Generalized Regression
Analysis and Spatial Prediction’ (GRASP) v.2.5-7 interface (Lehmann et al. 2008).

A starting GAM including all continuous environmental predictors smoothed with four degrees
of freedom was fitted first. Significant environmental predictors were then selected via a backwards
and forwards stepwise selection procedure using all possible model permutations. The model
showing the lowest amount of residual deviation and the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion
value (AIC; Akaike 1974) was selected as the final, most parsimonious model.

To minimise the risk of over-fitting the data (Guisan et al. 2002), all environmental predictors
selected in the final model were entered into GRASP using two, three and four degrees of freedom.
If explanatory power was maintained despite a reduction in degrees of freedom, the model with
lower degrees of freedom was used.

Model evaluation

The predictive performance of the final model was evaluated via two methods. The first used
the Area Under the (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve (AUC) (Fielding and Bell 1997).
The AUC represents the probability of the model correctly classifying a randomly selected
presence point and a randomly selected absence point. AUC values range from 0 to 1; an AUC
below 0.5 indicates a model that performs worse than expected by chance, an AUC of 0.5 indicates
a model that performs no better than chance, whereas a model scoring 1 fits the data perfectly. The
second method used was a 5-fold split sample validation of the fitted model, a technique similar to,
but more robust than jackknifing (Fielding and Bell 1997). Data were divided into five groups
drawn at random, then each group dropped in turn and predictions made for the excluded group
based on the remaining 80% of data points.

Spatial predictions

The habitat suitability map was produced by importing the GRASP prediction output (ASCII format)
into ArcMap as a floating-point raster (cell size: 250 x 250m). The map displays the habitat suitability
for every complete cell representing the entire extent of Saint Lucia (n 5 9,454 cells). Low suitability
equates to 0% and high suitability to 100%.

Modelling landscape and spatio-temporal encounter rate patterns of the Mandelé
subpopulation

To investigate landscape characteristics associated with White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate and
year-dependent changes in encounter rate within the Mandelé range, additional environmental
variables to those in Table 1 were extracted to the Mandelé range sample cells. These additional
environmental variables are dynamic in nature (i.e. values change with each survey year).

Dynamic landscape-scale environmental variables

Neighbouring White-breasted Thrashers: White-breasted Thrashers live in small-social groups,
defend year-round territories and disperse short distances, with females dispersing on average
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360 m and males 103 m (Temple 2005). With this in mind, it was hypothesised that the number
of thrashers in a given sample cell would be a positive factor of thrasher encounter rate in adjacent
sample cells, a product of spatial autocorrelation. As such, the mean number of thrashers seen in
the eight adjacent cells for each given sample cell and survey year was determined.

Normalised difference vegetation index: In order to include dynamic variables that show land-
cover change with time, normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) was calculated for the
entire Mandelé range for each survey year.
Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM1) satellite images (resolution 30 m) were

obtained online via the Global Land Cover Facility (http://www.landcover.org). In 2003, the
system’s scan line corrector failed, and since then, raw images have major data gaps along parts of
the satellite track. These gaps can be ‘filled’ using images obtained in near dates. Accordingly,
13 Landsat 7 ETM1 scenes (three to four per survey year) were acquired (Table S1 in the online
Supplementary Material). The selected scenes were those with dates as close as possible to each
survey that left no gaps after gap-filling, had negligible cloud cover and possessed similarities in
grey-scale. All scenes were imported into IDRISI Kilimanjaro (Eastman 2003) for processing,
which ultimately led to the production of 30 m resolution NDVI surfaces of the Mandelé range
and close vicinity for each survey year. From these surfaces, mean NDVI and standard deviation
of NDVI (a measure of habitat stability; Pettorelli et al. 2005) were extracted for each sample cell
and survey year.

Le Paradis development site: Using records detailing whether each sample point was located in
intact or cleared habitat for each survey, the following dynamic environmental variables were
produced:

1) Sample point intact or cleared of natural habitat
2) Proportion of adjacent cells cleared of natural habitat within development boundary

Table 2 summarises the environmental variables used as input for the Mandelé range models
conducted in this study and explained below. To avoid multicolinearity during modelling,
pairwise Spearman correlations were calculated for all environmental variables. Distance to
coastline was removed as a variable in all subsequent models as it was highly correlated with
elevation (r 5 0.822, P , 0.001).

Mandelé model 1: effect of landscape-scale environment on encounter rate

To increase understanding of environmental variables that influence White-breasted Thrasher
encounter rate, a generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) with Poisson error distribution and
canonical log-link function was fitted. Specifically, thrasher encounter rate was modelled as
a function of the environmental variables (Table 2), with survey year and sample point fitted as
random effects.

Mandelé model 2: effect of landscape-scale environment on change in encounter rate

To investigate how change in encounter rate over successive surveys was associated with
environmental variables and the ongoing Le Paradis development, the difference in thrasher
encounter rate for each sample point was calculated between 2006–2007, 2007–2008, and 2008–2009
and the mean value taken as the response variable. Positive values indicate an increase in encounter
rate with successive survey year and negative values a decrease in encounter rate. Positive and
negative responses were modelled separately via GLMMs with Poisson error distribution and
canonical log-link function, as models based on the Poisson distribution cannot include negative
response values. These were rendered temporally positive to be incorporated into the model
and parameter estimates and Z-values inverted for subsequent interpretation. Specifically, the
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magnitude of the numerical change in encounter rate was modelled as a function of environmental
variables highlighted in Table 2, with survey year fitted as a random effect.

Mandelé model 3: encounter rate trend with response to landscape-scale environment

A Generalised Linear Model (GLM) with binomial error structure and canonical logit-link
function was used to understand how the overlying trend in thrasher encounter rate was
influenced by the ongoing Le Paradis development. Specifically, the model discriminated between
environmental variables (Table 2) of sample points that experienced an overall increase or no
change in encounter rate, and sample points that experienced an overall decline.

All GLMMs and GLMs were conducted within ‘R’ and all GLMMs were fitted using the lme4
package (Bates et al. 2008). Minimal adequate models were derived from full ‘maximal’ models,
via a backwards-forwards stepwise selection protocol based on obtaining the lowest AIC value.

Results

Spatio-temporal patterns of Mandelé sub-population

A total of 134, 203, 153 and 139 sightings of thrasher individuals and groups were recorded during
the four annual Mandelé surveys (2006-2009) respectively.

Encounter rate varied with survey year (Figure 2; Table 3). Between 2006 and 2009, mean
encounter rate of all sample points declined by 25%, predominantly attributed to a fall in

Table 2. Landscape-scale environmental variables used for all three Mandelé range encounter rate models.
Dynamic variables shaded in grey.

Abbreviation Environmental variable Model/s

Elevation Mean elevationa 1, 2
Slope Mean slopea 1, 2
Aspect_Cosine Mean cosine of aspect (north-south axis)a 1, 2
Aspect_Sine Mean sine of aspect (east-west axis)a 1, 2
Distance_Coast Distance to nearest coastline Removed
River_Presence Presence of river/stream 1, 2
Distance_River Distance to nearest river/stream 1, 2
Length_MainRoad Length of main road 1, 2
Distance_MainRoad Distance of to nearest main road 1, 2
Density_Building Mean building density over 2km window 1, 2
Distance_Building Distance to nearest building 1, 2
Temp_Mean Mean annual temperatureb 1, 2
Temp_Seasonality Mean Seasonalityb 1, 2
Precipitation_Total Total annual precipitationb 1, 2
WBT_Adjacent Mean thrasher encounter rate in adjacent cells 1, 2, 3
NDVI Mean NDVI 1, 2, 3
NDVI_std Standard deviation of NDVI 1, 2, 3
Habitat_Intact Sample point intact or cleared of natural habitat 1

Dev_Cleared_Adj Proportion of adjacent cells cleared within
development boundary

1, 2, 3

aDerived from a 50 m resolution digital elevation model.
bDerived from 930 m resolution climate grids available from the WorldClim database v.1.4 (www.worldclim.
com) (Hijmans et al. 2005).
Model 1: Effect of landscape-scale environment on encounter rate
Model 2: Effect of landscape-scale environment on change in encounter rate
Model 3: Encounter rate trend with response to landscape-scale environment
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encounter rate of 26% between 2007 and 2008. For sample points outside the tourist development
site, encounter rate did not differ significantly with respect to survey year, with only an observed
6% decline between 2006 and 2009. This was in contrast to sample points within the tourist
development site, where encounter rate declined from 2006 to 2009 by 55%, with the most
noticeable drop of 37% occurring between 2007 and 2008. In both 2006 and 2007, encounter rate
was greater at sample points in the development site compared to outside, and vice versa in 2008
and 2009, although not significantly.
Figure 3 shows spatial and temporal patterns of White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate in the

Mandelé range, for each sample point and survey conducted. In 2006, encounter rates were
highest at points in the centre, south and west of the survey region. Between 2006 and 2007,
a shift in the distribution of points with higher numbers seemed to occur, with an apparent
increase in the numbers of thrashers recorded at points in the west of the Mandelé range and
a decrease in the east. In both 2006 and 2007, areas of high thrasher density fell inside the tourist
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Figure 2. White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate (mean 6 1 SE) in the Mandelé range 2006–
2009 surveys. All 5 all sample points (n 5 96), outside development site sample points (n 5 62),
and inside development site sample points (n 5 34).

Table 3. Pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon signed rank tests, W) of White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate
(mean 6 1 SE) in the Mandelé range 2006–2009 surveys for all, outside development site and inside
development site sample points. Mean and SE reported are the values corresponding to the first year of the
associated pairwise comparison. Significant results (P-value , 0.05) given in bold.

Encounter rate

All
(n 5 96)

Outside development
(n 5 62)

Inside development
(n 5 34)

�x SE W P �x SD W P �x SD W P

2006-2007 1.38 1.37 1548 0.974 1.28 1.36 642 0.843 1.54 1.41 200 0.800
2007-2008 1.40 1.61 1746 0.007 1.35 1.70 626 0.126 1.50 1.45 286 0.020
2008-2009 1.04 1.35 1085 0.937 1.09 1.40 365 0.391 0.94 1.27 193 0.224
2006-2009 1.03 1.40 1884 0.007 1.20 1.52 638 0.437 0.69 1.11 330 ,0.001
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development site. These ‘hotspots’ were located in the centre of the development in 2006 but
shifted to just within the north-west boundary in 2007, moving just outside and on the boundary
in 2008 and 2009 respectively. For all survey years, thrashers were noticeably scarce in the north
of the Mandelé range, particularly to the north and east of a built development unsuitable
for thrashers (Bordelais Correctional Facility, BCF). However, there was an increase in thrasher
encounter rate immediately to the south of BCF from 2007 onwards. This area is the north
side of the ravine of the River Galet, which forms the northern boundary of the tourist

Figure 3. Raster surface of White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate (sum of numbers of
individuals recorded during the point count and play-back count, divided by the number of
visits to the point: an abundance proxy) for each sample point and survey year in the Mandelé
range. Non-surveyed area in the centre of range is built development unsuitable for thrashers;
specifically, Bordelais Correctional Facility.
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development site. The 14 ha nature reserve proposed by the developer DCG is found on the
South side of the River Galet and had a consistently high number of thrashers encountered
during all survey years.

Habitat suitability model

Of the 15 candidate environmental predictors (Table 1), eight were removed during the stepwise
selection procedure, as they conferred no explanatory power to the habitat suitability model. The
following seven were retained:

Habitat suitability: River_Presence 1 s(Distance_Coast,4) 1 s(Distance_MainRoad,4) 1
s(Density_Building,4) 1 s(Temp_Mean,4) 1 s(Temp_Seasonality,4) 1 s(Precipitation_Total,4)
Where s 5 spline smoother; 4 5 degrees of freedom for the spline smoother.

The model had a reasonable fit to the data as the proportion of deviance explained by the model
(D2) was 39%. AUC was 0.90, which indicates excellent model discrimination ability (Swets 1988).
An AUC of 0.90 suggests that in the final model, a cell predicted as potentially suitable habitat, at
any threshold of suitability, will be more suitable than a randomly selected cell in the study area at
least 90% of the time. The corresponding cross-validation AUC was also high (0.82).
Figure 4 shows the habitat suitability map created with the final model. It can clearly be seen

that potentially suitable habitat for the White-breasted Thrasher based on the retained
environmental predictors is found in relatively close proximity to the coast and distinctly absent
from the central region of the island. The map shows a number of patches of varying levels of
habitat suitability along the entire length of the east coast, with hotspots located to the north of the
north-east range, between the two currently delineated ranges, within the currently known
Mandelé range and nearby vicinity, and in the south-east corner of the island. Substantial areas of
potentially suitable habitat were also predicted to occur in the south-west of the island, but were
noticeably absent along the north-west coast.

Landscape and spatio-temporal encounter rate patterns of Mandelé sub-population

White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate was found to be positively associated with the number of
thrashers in adjacent sample cells and the proportion of adjacent sample cells cleared of native
vegetation within the development boundary, whilst being negatively related to the clearance of
native vegetation at a given sample point (Table 4).
Six environmental variables were associated with a positive change in White-breasted Thrasher

encounter rate with survey year (Table 5). Elevation, west-facing slopes, NDVI, number of thrashers
in adjacent sample cells and proportion of adjacent sample cells cleared of native vegetation within
the development boundary were positively related to positive change in White-breasted Thrasher
encounter rate. However, standard deviation of NDVI was negatively associated with change in
thrasher encounter rate, suggesting that sites with high variation in NDVI between years generally
had a negative population change. Only standard deviation of NDVI was related to the overarching
trend in thrasher encounter rate with advancing survey year, and this was in a negative manner.

Discussion

White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate (an abundance proxy) declined by 25% within the
Mandelé range in the three years following the start of the Le Paradis tourist resort development,
mainly driven by declines inside the development boundary. This result therefore concurs with
previous research that shows when tourist developments, including golf courses, replace natural
habitat the resulting landscape is of reduced utility to bird species of conservation concern
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(e.g. Terman 1997, LeClerc and Cristol 2005, Yasué and Dearden 2006, Hodgkison et al. 2007).
White-breasted Thrashers responded negatively to native vegetation clearance within the devel-
opment site between 2006 and 2009, favouring instead stable and intact areas of dry forest and

Figure 4. Habitat suitability map for the Saint Lucian White-breasted Thrasher corresponding to
the final model. Current delineated range shown.
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scrub. This loss of birds in the development area contributed to an overall loss of birds throughout
the southern range; it was not compensated for by increases in the area outside the development
area, though further population monitoring will determine whether this effect is permanent.
The immediate effects of the vegetation clearance and associated disturbance most probably

involved a number of birds being permanently displaced from their territories (Hagan et al. 1996).
The distribution maps for 2007 to 2009 (Figure 3) indicate a shift in abundance in a northerly and
westerly direction across the Mandelé range, consistent with individuals moving away from
cleared areas towards occupied intact habitat. The positive relationship between elevation (which
increases westwards across the Mandelé range) and positive change in thrasher encounter rate
with survey year provides further evidence of this displacement. Mortensen (2009) also reported
an efflux of thrashers from the development area during the nesting seasons (May to August) of
2006 and 2007.
Birds have been shown to increase in population density immediately following

habitat loss as displaced individuals crowd into smaller residual fragments (e.g. Bierregaard
et al. 1992, Schmiegelow et al. 1997, Debinski and Holt 2000), and the current study
suggests such ‘crowding’ did occur. A positive relationship was found between number of
adjacent sample points within the development cleared of native vegetation and: a) thrasher
encounter rate, and b) positive change in thrasher encounter rate with survey year. Such
crowding is typically followed by a fall in abundance in subsequent years as increased intra-
specific competition leads to reduced fecundity and survival (Debinski and Holt 2000).
The largest reduction in White-breasted Thrasher numbers occurred between 2007 and 2008,
a year after the most extensive period of habitat clearance, suggesting a lagged population
response.
The White-breasted Thrasher exhibits a number of life-history traits, which have been shown

to predispose species to the detrimental effects of habitat loss and fragmentation (Stouffer and
Bierregaard 1995, Canaday 1997, Lens et al. 2002, Sekercioglu et al. 2002). Species that live in
social groups, have limited dispersal capabilities and that are ground-foraging forest insectivores
have been shown to decline severely in the years following habitat fragmentation. It may be years
or decades before the Mandelé subpopulation reaches equilibrium and as Mortensen (2009) points

Table 4. Environmental variables that significantly influence White-breasted Thrasher encounter rate,
derived from a GLMM. SE 5 standard error. See Table 2 for variable definitions.

Parameter estimate SE Z value P value

WBT_Adjacent 0.359 0.041 8.698 ,0.001***
Habitat_Intact -1.200 0.244 -4.911 ,0.001***
Dev_Cleared_Adj 1.287 0.362 3.561 ,0.001***

“–“ 5 P .0.05, * 5 P , 0.05, ** 5 P , 0.01, *** 5 P , 0.001

Table 5. Environmental variables that significantly influence positive change in White-breasted Thrasher
encounter rate with survey year, derived from a GLMM. SE 5 standard error. See Table 2 for variable
definitions.

Estimate SE Z value P value

Elevation 0.008 0.002 5.277 ,0.001***
Aspect_Sine -0.552 0.212 -2.607 0.009**
NDVI 2.514 0.681 3.690 ,0.001***
NDVI_std -3.677 1.223 -3.007 0.003**
WBT_Adjacent 0.139 0.060 2.320 0.020*
Dev_Cleared_Adj 2.056 0.609 3.376 ,0.001***

“–“ 5 P . 0.05, * 5 P , 0.05, ** 5 P , 0.01, *** 5 P , 0.001
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out: “Extinction debts are likely unpaid within the Mandelé range”. Long-lived species with
relatively stable population growth rates, of which the thrasher may be a prime example, are
predicted to have the highest probability of initially surviving habitat loss, but nevertheless
suffering determinate extinction (Kuussaari et al. 2009). It is therefore imperative that it is
monitored closely to quantify longer-term impacts and so that conservation efforts are adapted
accordingly.

The habitat suitability map provides the first insight into the spatial patterning of
potential suitable White-breasted Thrasher habitat across the entire extent of Saint Lucia.
As with other habitat suitability modelling studies, choice of environmental predictors was
constrained by availability of digital data layers that approximate the realised niche require-
ments of the study species. Despite this, selected environmental predictors covered a broad
spectrum, increasing the likelihood of predicting the thrashers true fundamental niche,
resulting in the production of a habitat suitability model with ‘excellent’ predictive
performance (Swets 1988).

Potentially suitable White-breasted Thrasher habitat was predicted to occur around much of
the coast of Saint Lucia, with the notable exception of the highly developed north-west coast.
Substantial areas deemed potentially highly suitable for the White-breasted Thrasher were
identified along Saint Lucia’s south-west coast, well outside the known range of the species.
These predictions should be treated with caution as they display sharp spatial cut-off points,
which can suggest misclassification as a result of extrapolation (Pearson 2007). Extrapolation
refers to the use of a model to make predictions for areas with environmental values outside the
range of data used to ‘train’ the model. Resulting predictions may be uncertain, because the
model has no prior information regarding the probability of the species’s occurrence (Pearson
et al. 2006).

The model predicted the existence of potentially suitable habitat adjacent to the south and
south-west of the Mandelé range, where occasional thrasher sightings have been made in the past
(Temple 2005, Young et al. 2010). The unexpected prediction of an area of potentially suitable
habitat occurring between the northern and southern sub-populations may be explained by
possible inaccuracies in the GIS data; this area is now dominated by intensive agriculture and
urban development and is highly unlikely to be suitable for thrashers. Habitat suitability maps
have been used to great effect to guide field surveys to find unknown populations of rare species
(e.g. Raxworthy et al. 2003, Engler et al. 2004, Guisan et al. 2006). Although the avifauna of
Saint Lucia is relatively well documented, the model’s predictions highlight the need for further
surveys of sites outside the species’s known range. This is particularly important if displaced
thrashers have colonised previously unoccupied or infrequently occupied habitat patches
following vegetation clearance. In particular, areas to the north of the north-east range and
along the south-east coast are worthy of further investigation.

Conservation implications

The tourist industry in the insular Caribbean has developed rapidly over the past 40 years and
today the relative contribution of travel and tourism to GDP is the highest of any region in the
world (WTTC 2011). This sector is likely to grow substantially further with travel and tourism
demand in the Caribbean region expected to rise from US$48.6bn in 2011 to US$70.7bn by 2021
(WTTC 2011). The resulting increased demand on land for resources and construction of tourism
infrastructure, mainly concentrated on coastal and marine areas, poses major but unquantified
environmental problems for many Caribbean habitats, such as Saint Lucia’s dry forests.

The current study demonstrates the short-term impact of a golf course and hotel development
along the east coast of Saint Lucia on the already highly threatened White-breasted Thrasher.
It underlines the need for immediate efforts to mitigate the impacts of this and other planned
tourism developments by protecting suitable habitat adjacent to the Le Paradis development site.
Establishing a protected area of dry forest to the north-west and west of the development site
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would encompass areas where thrasher density is highest and is clearly the highest priority
conservation action. Protection of suitable habitat adjacent to the development site may also
benefit remaining thrashers within the development boundary. Studies have found amount of
natural landscape surrounding golf courses to be the best predictor of presence and high
abundance-levels of bird species of conservation concern on golf courses (Jones et al. 2005,
LeClerc and Cristol 2005, Porter et al. 2005).
The 14-ha nature reserve proposed by DCG is a site that has seen consistently high thrasher

encounter rates before and since construction began. The southern slopes of the River Galet ravine
that make up this site are immediately adjacent to the northern slopes that have shown
consistently higher encounter rate of thrashers since development started. Together with a
contiguous area to the west of BCF, these areas seem the most appropriate location for habitat
protection and management. Completion of the Le Paradis development however is likely to
increase demand for this land for further development.
Given that the majority of the White-breasted Thrasher’s range in the Mandelé region occurs

in dry forest that has naturally regenerated over the past 30 years from abandoned plantations
and farmland (Temple 2005), habitat restoration has been proposed as a long-term conservation
intervention to supplement habitat protection measures (Anthony 2005, Temple 2005, Young
et al. 2010). It should be noted, however, that despite cessation of golf course construction in
2007, forest regeneration has been largely absent on most of the cleared areas, apparently
hampered by severe soil erosion. Thus habitat restoration appears a more realistic opportunity in
areas still vegetated (including farmland). The habitat suitability model points to a number of
areas both within and adjacent to the known range of the species that may be most suitable for
restoration. However, the role of the type of suitability model used in this study is to statistically
indicate the spatial distribution of the species’s response to variance in the selected landscape
features. It is essential therefore that the results are used in conjunction with the ecological
knowledge of local conservation practitioners to guide conservation actions.

Supplementary Material

The supplementary materials for this article can be found at journals.cambridge.org/bci
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